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October 30,  It took Facebook eight and a half years to reach a billion users and half that time to reach the
second billion. Fred Brown, who recently revised the book "Journalism Ethics: A Casebook of Professional
Conduct for News Media," argues journalists need to be "transparent" about their connections and "be up front
about your relationship" with those who fund you. Among the documents released by DCleaks , an OSF report
reads "For a variety of reasons, we wanted to construct a diversified portfolio of grants dealing with Israel and
Palestine , funding both Israeli Jewish and PCI Palestinian Citizens of Israel groups as well as building a
portfolio of Palestinian grants and in all cases to maintain a low profile and relative distanceâ€”particularly on
the advocacy front. In fact, they are slaves to preserving their dominant position. There is also a growing
recognition of a connection between the dominance of the platform monopolies and rising inequality. Imagine
if conservative media punching bags David and Charles Koch had this many connections to journalists. The
EU uses a different definition of monopoly power from the U. Knight Foundation also backs the network and
is possibly the most-well-known journalism foundation. Schedule A, Part I, Line 26 total expenditures. The
more time users spend on the platform, the more valuable they become to the companies. The Soros-affiliated
organization has been criticized for greatly influencing political processes and outcomes in Romania to
support his ideological views. But that gift only hints at the widespread influence the controversial billionaire
has on the mainstream media. October 24,  And that number is an understatement. Accessed October 23, 
Accessed June 19,  August 16,  September ,  Programs work closely with the Open Society Policy Center [56]
a sister c 4 housed in the Open Society Foundations-DC office, which lobbies Congress on domestic and
international policy issues. Another on the evils of the foreclosure industry. Several politicians in eastern
Europe, including Liviu Dragnea in Romania and typically right-wing figures Szilard Nemeth in Hungary ,
Macedonia 's Nikola Gruevski , who called for a "de-Sorosization" of society, and Poland 's Jaroslaw
Kaczynski , who has said that Soros-funded groups want "societies without identity", regard many of the NGO
groups to be irritants at best, and threats at worst. If journalists were more up front, they would have to admit
numerous uncomfortable connections with groups that push a liberal agenda, many of them funded by the
stridently liberal George Soros. But the fact that they are near-monopoly distributors makes them public
utilities and should subject them to more stringent regulation, aimed at preserving competition, innovation and
fair and open access.


